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POST-CONVICTION  
RELIEF PROJECT

The deportation system is broken
One wouldn’t think that failing to pay a BART fare would permanently separate a 
parent from her child, but it can do just that. Changes to immigration laws over the 
past two decades have dramatically escalated the immigration penalties that attach 
to even low-level criminal offenses, leading to mandatory immigration imprisonment 
and deportation. At the same time, deportations are occurring at an unprecedented 
rate in this nation’s history. Immigrants with convictions for minor infractions, make 
up two-thirds of the nearly 3 million people that have been deported under the 
Obama presidency. These deportations are having a particularly devastating impact 
on California, the most immigrant-rich state in the country, where one out of every 
two children is raised with a foreign-born head of household and one out of every 
four of us is foreign-born. 

Immigrant Post-Conviction Relief Project
Once an immigrant has been convicted of certain crimes, an immigration judge is 
automatically forced to deport her and has no discretion to consider the impact of 
her deportation on her family and community. Increasingly, to preserve any chance 
of remaining in this country, immigrants with criminal convictions must turn to 
record remedies in criminal courts to clear their convictions and help secure their 
immigration status in the United States. The Immigrant Post-Conviction Relief 
Project is the first pro bono project in the country dedicated to vacating, reducing 

The Lawyers’ Committee for the 
Civil Rights has launched the 
Immigrant Post-Conviction Relief 
Project (IPCRP), California’s first 
pro bono effort to provide low-
income immigrants with a means 
of challenging deportations based 
on unlawful criminal convictions. 
The project trains legal services 
providers and pro bono counsel 
how to secure post-conviction 
relief and provides direct services 
to individuals who need this relief 
to remain in the United States. 
IPCRP is dedicated to serving 
those individuals, families, and 
communities caught in the cross 
hairs of a discriminatory policing 
system and an increasingly 
punitive deportation mill. We work 
at the intersection of criminal 
justice and immigrant rights, 
utilizing legal tools in criminal 
courts to eliminate the disastrous 
immigration consequences that 
are tearing apart our communities. 
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and expunging criminal convictions for immigrants 
that need criminal record relief to remain in the United 
States. We pair immigrants with volunteer attorneys 
who help eliminate the otherwise insurmountable 
barriers that a criminal conviction can present. We 
vacate unconstitutional convictions so that clients are 
no longer senselessly separated from their families and 
communities.

Policy Reform and Capacity Building 
Working at the frontlines of criminal and immigrant 
justice, we accept the obligation and opportunity to push 
for real policy and legislative reform on the local, state, 
and federal levels that can help uplift our communities 
and advance the rights of individuals caught in the 
crosshairs of a discriminatory policing system and a 
broken immigration system. We are on the frontlines, 
advocating for reform measures that advance criminal 
justice and immigrant rights.

Through trainings, community presentations, written 
publications, and technical assistance, we share 
our unique expertise about criminal and immigration 
law and post-conviction relief with base-building 
organizations and legal service providers from both 
immigrant justice and reentry services organizations 
across the state. We assist others to serve the holistic 
needs of their clients and to ensure that a criminal 
conviction does not stand in the way of necessary 
immigration relief. 

Interested in Volunteering?
Modeled in part off of a successful post-conviction 
partnership in New York, we are building enduring pro bono 
relationships with firms dedicated to serving the post-
conviction needs of low-incomeimmigrants with criminal 
convictions.

LCCR provides interested pro bono firms/
attorneys with:
■■ In-person training on how to secure successful post-

conviction relief;

■■ Training materials, including model briefs and other 
exemplars;

■■ Experienced mentor attorneys to assist pro bono 
attorneys throughout every stage of the post-conviction 
proceedings;

■■ Rigorous pre-screening of clients.

The project provides valuable litigation 
opportunities for pro bono attorneys, including:
■■ Direct client relationships and interactions;

■■ Guaranteed court appearances;

■■ Experience drafting motions and declarations;

■■ Engaging in cutting edge legal research about legal 
defects that invalidate convictions;

■■ Presenting a claim before a judge and negotiating with 
district attorneys;

■■ Discrete legal representation in criminal court with a 
timeline generally set by post-conviction counsel. From 
start to finish, the cases can take just two months;

■■ Helping combat the permanent and unjust separation of 
children and families.

Project Staffing
With over forty years of experience advancing the rights of 
immigrants and addressing the devastating consequences of 
the mass incarceration of people of color, LCCR is perfectly 
situated to host this project. The Project’s leader, Rose 
Cahn, is a senior-track Soros Justice Fellow, with years of 
experience devoted to securing post-conviction relief for 
immigrants. She has co-authored California Post-Conviction 
Relief for Immigrants (2009 ed.) and monthly newsletters on 
crimes and immigration. She has trained practitioners both 
nationally and statewide in how to secure post-conviction 
relief, and has represented hundreds of immigrants in 
criminal court in post-conviction trainings.
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